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“IN”

ILNAWGJ NOTES
This is the last ILNAWGJ Notes for 2019. It is the third edition of
monthly news and updates for ILNAWGJ members. “IN” thanks
Linda, Brooke and Christi for their articles in this edition.
Judges Cup 2019 is history. Thank you, Brooke, Christi and Linda,
for a successful weekend. AND a great big thank you to everyone
who worked Judges Cup. Without our members, this meet could not
have run so smoothly. I was so impressed by the gymnasts who
stood in front of the judging panels to listen to the critique. I was just
as impressed with the judging panels who thoughtfully offered
corrective advice. It made little difference what your job was at
Judges Cup, we worked as a TEAM for the good of the whole.
We are entering our educational phase of “IN” with this issue. If you
can think of a topic that you would like covered, be sure to send your
ideas to ilnawgjkathy@gmail.com.
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NOTEWORTHY NOTES FROM YOUR SJD –
Linda McDonald
With Thanksgiving behind us and Christmas right around the corner, it
means most judges will be judging every weekend until April! We are very
fortunate to live in a state with the best gymnastics in the country. We
pride ourselves in Illinois for having the best judges in the country! We
are also lucky to host a successful Judges Cup which provides our judges
with educational funding. The “IN” Newsletter is also going to
be a fantastic way to highlight rules as a reminder for judges when rules
at different levels seem to collide and cause confusion.
This month’s reminder is on Level 6 bars. Remember, there are different
cast deductions for Level 6 than for Levels 7-8-9 and 10. If the Level 6
cast is between vertical and 45 degrees above horizontal there is no
deduction for amplitude. Casting between 46 degrees and horizontal
receives a deduction of .05-.30. If the cast is horizontal, we take the full
.30 and the gymnast also receives a deduction of .50 for the cast special
requirement. The cast must be at least one degree above horizontal to
receive the special requirement. To help you remember odd rules, keep a
spiral notebook of rule interpretations by event. You will then be able to
easily review those rules that cause you problems. Happy judging
season and happy holidays!
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What’s Up With Judges Cup (Part 3: over and out) Brooke Bennett
2019 Judges Cup is in the books!!
Because of all of you, the meet was once again a great success. To those
that I was unable to say goodbye to because I was wrapping up loose
ends, to those who were able to provide some comic relief (especially at
beam), to those who ran countless errands without a please or thank you
from me in the moment, to those who I never saw because you were
seamlessly handling the front of the arena, to those who lost their voice
providing valuable feedback, to those who remembered to smile at
"Susie" on Sunday after already judging 200 million routines, to those
who graciously provided donations for the hospitality room, to those who
took the time to attend the open meeting and let your voice be heard, to
those who attended our social gathering Saturday night at the hotel, to
those who provided a professional and efficient awards ceremony.....I
appreciate you. Sincerely.
Almost 40 clubs and 800 athletes participated in this year’s event.
Admissions and attendance were some of the biggest in recent years.
Our meet filled by mid-September and we worked off of a waiting list to fill
in the sessions. Christi did a great job organizing our clinic on Friday
evening. Unfortunately, we had several participants pull out last minute,
but from a judging standpoint, I feel there were some great learning
opportunities. Hopefully you all agree.
It’s at this point, I'd appreciate any and all feedback from you. If there is
something we can do better or do different, I'd love to hear from you.
Please feel free to send any comments, questions or suggestions to me
at illinoisjudgescup@gmail.com I look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you once again to all of you for your help! May you all have a
fantastic holiday season!
Brooke
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CHRISTI’S CORNER – Christi Kearns
Here’s your chance to brush up on your rules. Take the test. The answers follow the
test. Take a moment and study those things you missed. Good luck!
Test Your Knowledge on Level 8 Bars:
Routine 1:
Jump to the high bar kip, cast to horizontal, bail to clear support (underswing ½ turn
over the low bar), kip squat on, kip, cast to horizontal, clear hip to handstand, giant,
layout flyaway.
1. What is the start value?
2. Are there any compositional deductions?
3. What is the deduction for the cast to horizontal preceding the bail?
Routine 2:
Kip, cast ½ pirouette, kip, squat on, long hang kip, cast handstand, clear hip
handstand, giant, double back tuck dismount.
4. What is the start value?
5. Are there any compositional deductions?
Routine 3:
Kip squat on, long hang kip, cast handstand, clear hip handstand ½ to within 10
degrees, bail to clear support, kip squat on, long hang kip, cast handstand, giant,
giant, double back tuck dismount.
6. What is the start value?
Routine 4:
Kip, cast handstand, clear hip handstand ½ pirouette, kip squat on, long hang kip
cast handstand, giant, giant, double back tuck dismount.
7. What is the start value?
8. Are there any compositional deductions?
Answers:

1. 9.7 SV (missing a B)
2. You could possibly take on lack of elements that achieve vertical,
however she did pass through vertical 2 times so this would be a
judgement call. If you take anything at all, it would be a max of
0.05. This deduction is designed for the routines that are only
casting to horizontal and doing horizontal clear hip hip circles
throughout the routine.
3. There is no deduction for cast height when the cast is followed by
an underswing ½ turn over the low bar at level ⅞- see page Bars-34
in Code
4. 10.0 SV
5. No
6. 8.7 SV. Because the clear hip to handstand ½ pirouette (C- but is
an exception) preceded the bail, the Bail becomes the first restricted
“C”. Level 8’s are only allowed 1 Restricted “C” so the dismount
receives a -.5 for restricted C, plus she has no value part dismount
so missing dismount SR -.5, plus a no value part dismount is a -.3 off
SV. This amazing gymnast should have done a layout dismount.
7. 9.5 The gymnast needs 2 separate “B” elements to fulfill the
pirouette / flight and the 3/6/7 requirement. If she had done clear hip
½ pirouette, clear hip ½ pirouette, she would have been fine. Or she
could have done clear hip handstand, clear hip ½ pirouette and been
fine. The point is that she needs 2 skills to fulfill the 2 requirements.
8. No
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CHRISTI’S CORNER (continued)
I have added the following reminder to my article to assist you
with an Xcel reminder. Nancy Gibson posts answers to questions
from time to time on Facebook. Here are a couple of reminders
that will help you as you judge Xcel.
With the new season upon us, I wanted to hit upon two areas that
always get the most questions.
1) Counting of elements proceeded by cast... when to count or
not.
ONE ELEMENT....
A. Cast, squat on and jump to HB
B. Cast shoot through or cut
C. Cast, push back to stand dismount.
TWO ELEMENTS.......
A. Cast, followed by ANY other value part.
A 3rd cast (reaching required angle for division) gets "0" value
part.
Any cast that does NOT reach required angle for the division
receives "0" value part.
2) Dismount Deductions. Time ran out at Congress and I don't
think there was a clear understanding of when to take 0.50 or
0.50 plus 0.30.
So..... if a dismount is performed that is only allowed for a lower
division you only take the 0.50 for not fulfilling the SR. Analogy:
Level 9 performs a layout flyaway. She didn't fulfill the SR of a
"B" dismount so you take 0.50.
Now a Level 6 does a double tucked flyaway... you deduct 0.50
for not fulfilling SR and 0.30 for no dismount AND 0.50 for a
restricted element.
Xcel dismount rules are the same as JO rules.
Good luck with the upcoming season!!
Nancy Gibson
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MAKE A NOTE OF IT – Important Dates
January 1 – First day to register for Early Bird Registration for
National Congress (More instructions on EB registration in the 1/1/20
“IN”). Do not send your information before January 1.

SHAREABLE NOTES –
Congratulations to Betty Bennett who will represent Illinois at the
National Judges Cup in California in January! Thank you, Betty, for
your dedication to Illinois NAWGJ!
Send good news items that you have gotten permission to share to:
ilnawgjkathy@gmail.com

YOUR CALENDAR NOTES -Don’t forget to update your calendar so you don’t forget a meet that you
are contracted for!

A PARTING NOTE FOR 2019 –
As we send 2019 into the history books, let us remember that as judges we are
members of the larger community of officials in all sports. We are so lucky to be
an official in a sport where we do not have to worry about spectators chasing us
to our cars because they don’t like our score. As professionals you have studied,
heard lectures, practiced and otherwise slept with rules books under your head
just so you can “make the right call”. Sure, we have made mistakes, but we fix
them, explain the rule and move on. Be proud of what you have accomplished
this year and enter 2020 with a sharp eye for good technique, the keenest sense of
professionalism, a continued passion and dedication for the sport and a strong
desire to make your judging experiences fun and respectful. Show your respect
to the gymnasts, spectators, hosts, helpers, your judging partner, the judging crew
you share time with all weekend and your fellow Illinois NAWGJ members.
Remember, Together Everyone Achieves More!
Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays and Happy New Year!!!
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